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A not so well known theorem in formal language theory is that of Higman [5,
Theorem 4.4], which reads as follows:
If X is any set of words formed from a finite alphabet, it is possible
to find a finite subset X0 of X such that, given a word w in X, it is
possible to find w0 in X0 such that the letters of w0 occur in w in
their right order, though not necessarily consecutively.
In fact, this statement is a corollary to a more general theorem on well-partiallyordered sets. Here a partially ordered set is called well-partially-ordered, if every
non-empty subset has at least one, but no more than a finite number of minimal
elements (finite basis property). For instance, the set A∗ , where A is a finite
alphabet, under the scattered subword relation ≤, i.e., v ≤ w if and only if
v = v1 . . . vk and w = w1 v1 . . . wk vk wk+1 , for some integer k, where vi and wj
are in A∗ , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1, is a well-partially-ordered set. Interestingly, the concept of well-partially-orders has been frequently rediscovered,
for example, see [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Moreover, although Higman’s result appears to
be only of theoretical interest, it has some nice applications in formal language
theory; see, e.g., [2, 3, 7]. It seems that one of the first applications has been
given by Haines in [4, Theorem 3], where it is shown that the set of all scattered
subwords, i.e., the Higman-Haines sets
Down(L) = { v ∈ A∗ | there exists w ∈ L such that v ≤ w }
and
Up(L) = { v ∈ A∗ | there exists w ∈ L such that w ≤ v },
are both regular for any language L ⊆ A∗ . As pointed out in [4] this is an
exceptional property, which is quite unexpected. It is worth mentioning that
the regular languages Down(L) and Up(L) cannot be obtained constructively
in general (in terms of finite automata).
Although the basic results for Higman-Haines sets date back to the 1950s
and 1960s, surprisingly less is known with respect to the (descriptional) size of
these sets. To our knowledge the only paper dealing with effective constructibility issues is [8], where an open problem raised in [4] has been solved, i.e.,
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Down(L) can effectively be constructed for a given context-free grammar G
with L = L(G). Moreover, it was also shown that Up(L) can be obtained
effectively, if L is a context-free language. This immediately raises the question whether a similar result holds for the family of Church-Rosser languages.
This language family lies in between the regular languages and the growing
context-sensitive languages, but is incomparable to the family of context-free
languages [1]. In fact, we show that for Church-Rosser languages the size of
the Higman-Haines sets cannot be bounded by any recursive function; hence we
obtain a non-recursive trade-off result, which implies that the Higman-Haines
sets cannot effectively be constructed for Church-Rosser languages and all of its
supersets. Moreover, we consider the problem of computing the Higman-Haines
sets induced by the families of regular, context-free, and linear context-free languages. For the size of the Higman-Haines sets generated by regular languages
upper and lower bounds are presented. That is, we prove that an exponential
blow-up is sufficient and necessary in the worst case for a deterministic finite
automaton to accept the Higman-Haines set Down(L) or Up(L) generated by
some language that is represented by another deterministic finite automaton.
This nicely contrasts the result about nondeterministic finite automata, where
a linear matching upper and lower bound on the size of Higman-Haines sets
can be shown. Furthermore, we investigate the descriptional complexity of
the Higman-Haines sets when the underlying device is a context-free or linear
context-free grammar.
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